
July 24, 2002

Glock, Inc.
ATTN: Paul Jannuzzo

Vice President/
   General Counsel

P. O. Box 369
Smyrna, Georgia 30081

SUBJECT: NRC INSPECTION REPORT NO.  999-90012/02-02

Dear Mr. Jannuzzo:

This refers to the inspection conducted on June 27, 2002, at Glock, Inc., Smyrna, Georgia and
a telephonic exit with Mandy Zamarra of your staff on July 23, 2002.  The enclosed report
presents the results of this inspection. 

The inspection was an examination of Glock, Inc.’s activities associated with the manufacture,
importation, and initial distribution of self-luminous gunsights containing byproduct material to
persons exempt from licensing.  The inspection consisted of interviews with you and Glock,
Inc.’s corporate counsel and observations of facilities.

Based on the results of this inspection, two apparent violations were identified.  The apparent
violations involved the importation of byproduct material contrary to the general license
requirements of 10 CFR 110.27 and the initial distribution of self-luminous gunsights to persons
exempt from licensing without a specific license authorizing this distribution.  The inspection
also identified apparent violations of the Georgia Agreement State regulations concerning the
possession and manufacturing of the gunsights.  The Georgia’s Radioactive Materials Program
is aware of these apparent violations and will address these issues with you by separate
correspondence. 

Our review of the circumstances surrounding the apparent violations continues.  Since the NRC
has not made a final determination in this matter, no Notice of Violation is being issued for
these inspection findings at this time.  In addition, please be advised that the number and
characterization of the apparent violations described in the enclosed inspection report may
change as a result of further NRC review.

You will be advised by separate correspondence of the results of our deliberations on this
matter.  No response regarding these apparent violations is required at this time.
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In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC’s "Rules of Practice," a copy of this letter and its 
enclosure will be made available electronically for public inspection in the NRC Public
Document Room or from the Publicly Available Records (PARS) component of NRC’s
document system (ADAMS).  ADAMS is accessible from the NRC Web site at
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/ADAMS.html (the Public Electronic Reading Room).

Sincerely, 

/RA/

Douglas M. Collins, Director
Division of Nuclear Materials Safety
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Licensee: Glock, Inc.
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Inspector: David J. Collins, Health Physicist
Materials Licensing/Inspection Branch 2
Division of Nuclear Materials Safety
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Glock, Inc.
NRC Inspection Report No. 999-90012/02-02

An unannounced safety inspection of Glock, Inc., was conducted at the licensee’s facility in
Smyrna, Georgia on June 27, 2002.  The inspection examined the scope of Glock’s activities
associated with the importation and the distribution of self-luminous gunsights containing
byproduct material to persons exempt from licensing.  The inspection included discussions with
cognizant licensee representatives and observations of facilities.

The inspection identified the following apparent violations:

� importation of byproduct material which Glock was not authorized to possess

� initial distribution of byproduct material to persons exempt from licensing without a
specific license which authorized Glock to initially distribute these materials
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REPORT DETAILS

Material Use, Control and Transfer (87111) 

a. Scope:

The inspector evaluated Glock, Inc.’s (GI) program involving the receipt and initial
distribution of self-luminous gunsights containing byproduct material for compliance with
NRC regulations.

b. Observations and Findings:

Through discussions with GI personnel, the inspector determined that GI had imported
self-luminous gunsights containing tritium, a byproduct material, from a manufacturer in
Israel.  The gunsights were delivered from Israel to GI in Austria, and were subsequently
shipped to the GI facility in Smyrna, Georgia for initial distribution to dealers, distributors
and customers.  GI used the same gunsight design as that used by a manufacturer
licensed by NRC to distribute the gunsights to persons exempt from licensing.  GI
imported approximately 11,000 gunsights from September 2001 through June 2002 and
had distributed approximately 9,000 of these gunsights.

10 CFR 110.27(a) requires, in part, that any person who imports byproduct material
must be authorized to possess the material under (1), a contract with the Department of
Energy, (2), an exemption from licensing requirements issued by the Commission, or
(3), a general or specific NRC or Agreement State license.  The inspector determined
that GI did not meet any of the three conditions previously described and that GI was
therefore not authorized to import the self-luminous gunsights.

10 CFR 30.19(b) requires, in part, that any person who desires to manufacture, process,
or produce self-luminous products containing tritium or to transfer such products for use
pursuant to 10 CFR 30.19(a) should apply for a license pursuant to 10 CFR 32.22.  The
license issued pursuant to 10 CFR 32.22 must state that the product may be transferred
by the licensee to persons exempt from the regulations pursuant to 30.19(a) or
equivalent regulations of an Agreement State.  The inspector determined that GI had
initially transferred 9,000 self-luminous gunsights containing tritium to individuals as if
these individuals were exempt from licensing as described in 10 CFR 30.19(a), when in
fact, they were not exempt because GI was not licensed by the NRC to initially distribute
these materials to these persons pursuant to the exemption in 10 CFR 30.19(a).  The
inspector also determined that GI did not possess any quality assurance data or
contamination reports related to the manufacture of the gunsights as is required by
persons who are licensed to initially transfer such products for use pursuant to 10 CFR
32.22.

c. Conclusions:

The inspector concluded that GI had imported self-luminous products containing
byproduct material without a specific or general license that authorized them to possess
the byproduct material.  The inspector also concluded that GI had initially distributed
these materials to persons without a license authorizing GI to transfer these materials to
persons exempt from licensing pursuant to 10 CFR 30.19(a).  Two apparent violations of
NRC regulatory requirements were identified in this area.



EXIT MEETING SUMMARY

An exit meeting was conducted with the licensee’s Vice President General Counsel, and the
Corporate Counsel.  A further exit was conducted by telephone on July 23, 2002.  The overall
findings from the inspection were discussed.  The inspector requested GI to identify and
provide to NRC the names and number of gunsights transferred to persons exempt from
licensing.  GI agreed to provide the information, and to cease distribution of the devices.
GI did not offer any dissenting comments during either the inspection or the telephone exit. 
The licensee did not specify any information reviewed during the inspection as proprietary in
nature.



ATTACHMENT

1. PERSONS CONTACTED

Glock, Inc.

rPaul Jannuzzo, Vice President, General Counsel
r, °Mandy Zamarra, Corporate Counsel

State of Georgia Radioactive Materials Program

rEric Jameson

r - present at June 27 exit
° - exit by telephone on July 23

2. INSPECTION PROCEDURE USED

IP 87111 Manufacturing and Distribution

3. LIST OF ACRONYMS USED IN THIS REPORT

CFR Code of Federal Regulations
NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission
PDR Public Document Room


